We investigate stochastic resonance in the framework of information theory. Input signals are taken from an electronic circuit and output signals are produced by a Schmitt trigger. These electronic signals are analyzed with respect to their informational contents. Conditional entropies and Kullback measures exhibit extrema for values of noise intensity in the range of stochastic resonance. However, it has to be noted that these extrema are related to synchronization effects, observed in stochastic resonance for large signal amplitudes, rather than to a peak in the related spectrum indicating some periodic component.
Introduction
The great interest in stochastic resonance (SR) [Benzi et al., 1981 [Benzi et al., , 1982 Nicolis, 1982; Moss et al., 1993; Bulsara et al., 1995; Wiesenfeld & Moss, 1995] is evoked by the seemingly paradoxical effect that the increase of noise in a physical system yields the improvement of a task, e.g. signal detection. A rudimentary model exhibiting the effect of SR consists of a noisy bistable system which is modified by a periodic signal [Fox, 1989; Jung & Hänggi, 1989; Jung, 1993] . In the absence of noise the signal cannot induce a switching between the bistable states. However, when turning on noise and increasing its intensity there will be an optimal value yielding transitions maximally correlated with the signal; below this optimal noise intensity, transitions happen too seldom to reveal the period, above it transitions occur without reference to the signal.
Noisy bistable systems driven by a periodic force may experience an improvement of the output signal when increasing the noise intensity at the input of the system. Improvement means that the output signal acquires more similarity to the subthreshold periodic driving. As a consequence temporal order is more pronounced for some nonvanishing optimal noise intensity than for lower noise intensity.
Other examples of stochastic resonance were reported and investigated in the past with special emphasis put on threshold systems due to their high relevance for neuronal activity [Longtin et al., 1991; Douglass et al., 1993; Bulsara et al., 1994; Jung, 1994 Jung, , 1995 .
There exist different measures to quantify stochastic resonance. The most widely used is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) versus noise intensity relation [Fauve & Heslot, 1983] . Another measure for SR, the spectral power amplification (SPA), was introduced in [Jung & Hänggi, 1991] as the ratio of ensemble averaged response at the signal frequency and the amplitude of the signal. Another alternative employs residence-time distributions introduced in [Gammaitoni et al., 1989 [Gammaitoni et al., , 1991 . Focusing on the height of the first peak (at the half period of the signal) a maximum occurs when sweeping either noise intensity or signal frequency over some related resonance region. This phenomenon was introduced as the bona fide resonance of the forced system [Gammaitoni et al., 1995] .
These measures reflect different features of the SR phenomenon. On the one hand, in the limit of weak periodic bias SR can be described correctly in terms of the linear response theory (LRT) [Dykman et al., 1990; Jung, 1993; Jung & Hänggi, 1991] . This theory predicts that SPA and SNR are monotonous functions with respect to the driving frequency. On the other hand, the measures based on residencetime distributions underline the similarity between SR and synchronization phenomena observed in deterministic oscillatory systems.
Recently the synchronization nature of SR could be proved experimentally in [Shulgin et al., 1995] . It was shown that the mean switching frequency (MSF) between two metastable states of the Schmitt trigger can be locked by external periodic bias in a finite region of noise intensities. This effect can be observed only for sufficiently large amplitudes of the bias which means there exists a synchronization threshold. The region of synchronization plotted in the "noise intensity-amplitude of bias" plane closely resembles an Arnold tongue. Inside the synchronization region the MSF is locked and equals the driving frequency. Therefore, the behavior of stochastic bistable systems driven by a periodic force is similar to that of self-sustained oscillations. The onset of synchronization in deterministic self-sustained oscillators corresponds to the birth of a resonant limit cycle on a two-dimensional ergodic torus. From that point of view synchronization can be considered as a mechanism of selforganization: The resonant limit cycle, indeed, is more ordered than the ergodic torus.
Inspired by this analogy the question arises to whether we can also increase the order of a periodically driven stochastic bistable system by increasing the noise intensity applied. However, since order and information are intertwined by the entropy concept, the question can also be posed for information.
One may associate the switching events in stochastic bistable or threshold systems with an information flow through the system [Moss, 1994] . Indeed, one of the major motivations for SR research is the intuitive idea of gaining information when passing a small periodic signal through an optimally noise tuned bistable system. The most appropriate measure describing the information transfer through a stochastic resonator is the spectrum of conditional entropies [Neiman et al., 1996] . These entropies reflect correlations existing within symbol sequences and are widely used for informational analyses of texts, music or the primary structure of biomolecules [Ebeling & Nicolis, 1992] . The present work is concerned with the question on whether and how SR will be reflected by informational measures [Neiman et al., 1996] .
We will show that SR is accompanied by an extremal behavior of conditional entropies when sweeping noise intensity over the region where the SNR exhibits a maximum. The source entropy of the output sequences, which can be estimated from the residence-time distribution, possesses a minimum. That means an increase of applied noise intensity first yields an enhancement of temporal order in the output signal. Eventually, after crossing the resonance region noise destroys the periodic structure of the output signal.
The notion of synchronization suggests that the phase between input and output is locked. That is why in addition to conditional entropies we will employ Kullback entropies. These are informational measures for the distance between two distributions. We will find that the distributions of (discretized) input and output signal segments maximally match near the resonance region. Additionally, we can directly detect the synchronization mechanism employing Kullback information: Input and output signal segments registered at equal times exhibit maximal correlations.
The measures we use step beyond standard correlation function (and derived coherence function) in that they account not only for a linear dependence between input and output signals; this benefit is shared by the mutual information (or transinformation) [Herzel & Große, 1995] which in the context of SR has already been used by [Levin & Miller, 1996; Bulsara & Zador, 1996; Collins et al., 1995; Heneghan, 1996] . However, the most striking extension of our investigation stems from the fact that we use not only one-or two-point (i.e. t 1 , t 2 resp. τ = t 2 − t 1 ) measures but that our analysis involves the statistics of (sampled) complete signal segments. This difference turns out to be important when discussing the relation between extrema of information measures, synchronization effects and SR for small signal amplitudes.
We emphasize that our investigations were restricted to comparatively large signal amplitudes, in the following denoted A, where the phenomenon of synchronization can be observed. As was shown already by McNamara and Wiesenfeld [1989] and later by Stocks [1995] the SNR of a bistable systems plotted versus noise intensity D may peak twice. This happens for signal amplitudes slightly less than the energy barrier ∆U , i.e. for comparatively large signal amplitudes A ∼ ∆U : The first maximum coincides with the maximum of the SPA and is caused by the first rapid increase of the signal part if noise is increased. This situation corresponds to the strong synchronization of the hopping dynamics with the periodic signal. The second maximum is found for large amplitudes A only since then the signal suppression in the noise part cannot be neglected; it can be observed for noise intensities D comparable to the energy barrier of the bistable system, i.e. for D ∼ ∆U .
For such large signal amplitudes we detected an extremal behavior of entropies matching the first SNR-maximum (the one coinciding with the SPA peak). The second maximum of SNR (for larger noise intensities) does not correspond to the enhanced order of the output. Hence, in the language of informational measures, a second extremum cannot be observed. Previous numerical analyses [Schimansky-Geier, 1994 ] performed for systems with small amplitudes, i.e. A ∆U , did not reveal extremal behavior of informational measures. These findings imply that informational extrema are related to synchronization phenomena occurring in stochastic bistable systems rather than to SR (in the wider sense). Therefore, the simultaneous onset of synchronization at some critical amplitude (discussed above) should trigger extremal behavior of informational measures. This view is supported by the bona fide resonance since we can relate residence-time distributions and the source entropies (see below).
Experiment: The Schmitt Trigger
The experimental data for our informationtheoretic analysis of SR were supplied by a Schmitt trigger. The Schmitt trigger is an ideal two-state electronic device demonstrating pure hopping dynamics. Using this device SR was first investigated experimentally in [Fauve & Heslot, 1983; Zhou & Moss, 1992] and theoretically in [Melnikov, 1993] .
The input of this device is an arbitrary function of time V i (t), but the output has only two possible values ±V out (t). The Schmitt trigger can be realized using an operational amplifier (see Fig. 1 ). This system is characterized by a threshold voltage V th = R 2 V 0 /(R 1 + R 2 ). Restricting the input voltage to the region −V th < V i (t) < V th the Schmitt trigger is bistable. The ideal Schmitt trigger circuit driven by a periodic force and external noise ξ(t) is described by the equation (1) where γ plays the role of the threshold value. Strictly speaking, it is the activation barrier which the system signal plus noise has to surmount in order to change the binary output value. In our experiments the Schmitt trigger was subjected to periodic signals with the frequency f 0 = 100 Hz and to noise with a cutoff frequency f c = 100 kHz, its related intensity in the following labeled D. The time window ∆t was chosen to be 1/12 of the signal's period. For each selected noise intensity D we produced 20 samples, starting from different initial phases φ, each collecting 15 000 symbols, i.e. ranging over 1250 periods of the signal.
In all experiments the amplitude A was smaller than the activation value γ, thus preventing switching in the absence of noise. We selected A = 100 mV while the activation barrier was adjusted to be 150 mV. Since both quantities are of comparable size pronounced synchronization effects occur [Shulgin et al., 1995] . In a first quick run noise intensity D was varied in the region between 25 mV and 500 mV. Interesting behavior was only found for 25 mV ≤ D ≤ 120 mV; accordingly, in the sequel we restricted detailed investigations to this range.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted the output SNR. It was obtained from the power spectrum of the output as the ratio of the signal component and the background noise part. Note that besides the maximum related to synchronization between 40 mV ≤ D ≤ 80 mV a second maximum centered around D = 120 mV exists. As explained in the introduction, this second maximum results from the suppression of the noise part by the signal. Obviously, the averaged stationary variance of a Schmitt trigger is fixed. Since this variance is also the integral over the spectrum, an increasing signal part in the spectrum should also modify the resulting noise background [McNamara & Wiesenfeld, 1989; Stocks, 1995] .
In Fig. 3 we present normalized waiting time distributions for a transition between the two bistable states for selected noise intensities. They were obtained with a temporal resolution hundred times smaller than the period of the signal. We underline the clearly marked maximum around the half period of the signal for D = 70 mV. For larger noise intensities, i.e. in regions close to the second maximum in the SNR, we still find a (local) maximum around the half period but it is less pronounced. Instead, for 115 mV the majority of transitions occurs after much shorter times. Plotting the height of the (local) maximum around the half period as a function of noise intensity will reveal a maximum at D = 70 mV. Figure 4 compares input and output switching time histograms for times less than one period. Due to our selected time window the half period corresponds to the value 6. As input we regarded the periodic signal plus noise. An input switch means crossing zero value, precisely, V i (t)V i (t+∆t) < 0. For the input signal the peak at the half period, i.e. at 6, monotonically shrinks with increasing noise intensity; eventually, for 115 mV almost no trace of the periodic signal is left in the input histogram; instead, an exponentially decaying profile is approached. Contrary to that, in the output histograms the peak around 6 first increases with increasing noise intensity, attains its maximum roughly around 60 mV, and decreases extremely slowly beyond. Note that in the output the periodic component survives even comparatively large noise intensities.
Information Theoretic Analysis
In this section we apply information-theoretic measures to the experimentally sampled data. The latter are nothing but binary sequences, with two symbols, e.g. + and −, representing the two states of the Schmitt trigger. We will employ dynamical entropies and Kullback information to prove the assertions of a noise enhanced order in the output and of synchronization between input and output signals.
For this end let us start introducing some notation: Let i n := i 1 , . . . , i n be a binary sub sequence or n-word, i.e. i j ∈ {+, −} for all j = 1, . . . , n. The stationary probability (estimated from its relative frequency) of such an n-word shall be denoted by p(i n ). Temporal correlations, e.g. a period, will be reflected by highly structured n-word distributions. However, sometimes it is not easy to detect slight differences. In order to quantify the degree of order that rules these structures, one employs functionals mapping the n-word distributions to real numbers.
A prominent functional measuring the degree of order is the Shannon entropy which applied to the n-word distributions yields the so-called n-block entropies defined by
The symbol ld denotes the logarithm base 2. The n-block entropy (2) is interpreted as the average information necessary to predict a following subsequence of length n or, equivalently, as the average information gained after its actual observation.
The conditional entropies h n are introduced for n = 1, 2, . . . by
where the brackets indicate averaging over the prehistory i n . This definition is supplemented by h 0 := H 1 . Here, p(i n+1 |i n ) denotes the probability for the symbol i n+1 conditioned by the n preceeding symbols i n . The h n are interpreted as the average information necessary to predict the symbol i n+1 (or gained after its observation) given prior knowledge of i n . Correlations existing between the symbols of a sequence generally decrease this amount of information while increasing the length n of observed prehistory. In that sense the limit h = lim n→∞ h n , which is named the entropy of the source [Khinchin, 1957] , is a measure of unavoidable uncertainty which can never be removed by statistically inspecting arbitrarily long prehistory. This general description can be justified rigorously and elucidates the connection between h, the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy [Eckman & Ruelle, 1985] and the sum of positive Lyapunov exponents (Pesin's theorem [Ledrappier & Young, 1985] ).
To illustrate this measure we first consider a purely periodic binary sequence of the form (+, +, +, +, +, +, −, −, −, −, −, −, ) ∞ which will be the result of an underlying truly periodic switching process with the period 12. We can calculate the series of related h n exactly. The result is given in Fig. 5 where these values are plotted versus word length n using circles. We see that the uncertainty is maximal when no prehistory is given since the symbols + and − are equally probable (frequent). On the other hand, after having seen half of a period we know exactly what will be the next symbol, i.e. uncertainty vanishes completely, hence, h 6 = 0. When considering a signal which is almost periodic, which means "defect" symbols are rather seldom, the gross structure of this spectrum should survive. However, due to the noisy component the curve will not drop to zero value; a plateau will be approached soon after the half period, the height of which will be governed by noise intensity [Freund & Rateitschak, 1997] .
Next we can imagine a situation where the system stays within each state, either − or +, for comparatively long times; in fact, this happens when the noise intensity in the bistable system is rather small. Related binary sequences will be intermittent and switchings will mainly occur at odd multiples of the half period. From the point of view of information theory, sequences with a long series of constant symbols are classified as highly ordered; the prediction on the basis of few-letter distributions is very effective. Hence, conditional entropies drop fast .
Eventually, if the noise is very large the system erratically switches between the two output values, resulting in a Bernoulli string. Knowledge of prehistory hardly improves prediction and the spectrum of conditional entropies is essentially flat with a high plateau due to the equal probability of symbols + and −. Since we expect the output signal to achieve its most ordered structure, namely its best periodic shape, for noise intensities in the resonance region, we predict a curve which for very small noise intensities, where transitions are rare, will start at low values (intermittent-like character), then rise and fall, approach a minimum in the resonance region, and finally rise again when noise starts dominating the dynamics. This prediction is confirmed by a numerical analysis. From the 20 signals produced (of length 15 000 ∆t) for each value of noise intensity, we extracted the n-word probabilities (by simple word counting) and computed the spectra of conditional entropies. The result is shown in Fig. 6 depicting  h 0 , . . . , h 15 for the output and h 6 for the input versus applied noise intensity D. For n ≥ 6 a shallow but marked minimum around some optimal noise intensity at 70 mV can be seen. Hence, by increasing noise intensity predictability is increased. The gain of predictability, i.e. h n−1 − h n , peaks for n = 6, 12, (18, . . .), i.e. for all multiples of the half period 6.
The increase of predictability implies an enhancement of order in the output sequences. At this point it is important to note that conditional entropies measure order which rules the composition of full signal segments. In contrast, correlation function or transinformation only account for correlations between two points spanned by time τ . This difference explains why entropies will decrease in the case of synchronization but not generally when a peak in the spectrum might appear. For SR this means that the decline of entropies does reflect the synchronization of the hopping dynamics with the periodic signal and not just the increasing weight of a periodic component.
As explained above conditional entropies generally decay when accounting for an increasing prehistory. In that sense the limit entropy, defined by
gives the minimal average amount of information necessary for a prediction of the next symbol. This limit entropy can be related to the residence time distribution [Gammaitoni et al., 1989 [Gammaitoni et al., , 1991 . This approximative connection rests on the assumption that a typical binary sample sequence can equivalently be constructed by independently choosing subsequent residence times according to the residence time distribution and concatenating alternating laps of +'s and −'s. Then the following formula applies [Freund & Herzel, 1996; Freund, 1996] 
where H[p res ] denotes the Shannon entropy of the residence time distribution and t res the mean residence time.
In Fig. 7 we plotted the result of our computation using the input resp. output residence time distributions shown in Fig. 4 . A comparison between Figs. 7 and 6 illustrates the good agreement.
In order to clarify how synchronization makes its way to informational measures we next address Kullback entropy K[p 0 , p] [Kullback, 1951] . It is defined by
where P 0 resp. P denote an initial resp. a final probability distribution both with respect to the same set of events. Then K[p 0 , p] is the average information gained when replacing the initial P 0 by the final P perhaps due to some observation. Phrased in mathematical terms, it measures the distance between the two distributions P 0 and P . K[P 0 , P ] is always non-negative and it vanishes if and only if P 0 and P are identical.
To detect statistical similarity between input and output signals we consider the distributions of binary subsequences of length n extracted from input resp. output signals, i.e. we identify p 0 i := p in n (i n ) and p i := p out n (i n ). We discuss two situations: First we consider as input the signal plus applied noise, later on input will be the purely periodic signal.
In Fig. 8 the Kullback entropies versus noise intensity for the first situation is shown; n ranges from 1 to 8. Common to all curves is a minimum for D = 40. It indicates that for this value of noise intensity the n-word distributions of input and output maximally match. It does not mean that the output sequence maximally reflects the periodic structure, in fact, the latter occurs for D = 60 mV; however, at this intensity the distance between both distributions has grown since the input is already strongly disordered by noise. For very small noise intensities the input sequence is closest to the periodic structure whereas the output sequence is intermittent-like. Accordingly both distributions are vastly different. As noise intensity increases the input sequence increasingly loses its periodic character but, in contrast to this, the output signal acquires more and more of a periodic structure. Hence, both distributions first converge. In passing we mention that the value of noise intensity D = 40 at which Kullback entropy takes its minimum exactly corresponds to the onset of synchronization (see Fig. 1 in [Shulgin et al., 1995] ).
Alternatively Fig. 9 gives the results of a related computation when simply regarding as input the periodic signal. Now the Kullback entropy takes smallest values in the complete region where the SPA peaks and the SNR attains its first maximum. For lower D the intermittent output is far from being periodic. For large intensities the periodic structure gets lost due to hoppings without reference to the signal.
We underline that K[P Fig. 9 . The Kullback entropy versus noise intensity for different word lengths n. The curves quantify the distance between input and output statistics; here, the input consists of the periodic signal only. input resp. output signals. However, it makes no statement about correlations existing between segments of the input and output signals. In order to quantify these correlations we again employ the Kullback measure. Now we use the following distributions: As initial P 0 we take the product of input and output distributions, i.e. p 0 i := p in n (i n )·p out n (o n ); this corresponds to the assumption that input and output are completely independent, hence, uncorrelated. This a priori distribution will be weighed against the joint distribution of input and output:
. . , o n ). Inserting both distributions into the Kullback entropy we estimate the average information gained when observing correlations between input and output. The more strongly both signal segments (sampled at equal times) are correlated, the more the assumption of uncorrelated input and output will be violated, and the higher the information gain. As a result, when synchronization is strongest both distributions should differ vastly and, hence, the related Kullback entropy should display a maximum.
The Kullback entropy just mentioned can be expressed by two other n-block entropies [Jaglom & Jaglom, 1984] .
H out n is the standard n-block entropy [see (2)] related to the output sequences. H out|in n is a generalized conditional entropy [analogous to (4)] now based on the probability of observing at the output sequence the n-word o n conditioned by having registered the n-word i n at equal time at the input. Relation (8) can be used to normalize
The results of applying this many-times correlation measure to our system are displayed in Fig. 10 . The most striking observation is a peak around D = 45 which becomes most pronounced for word lengths close to the half period of the underlying periodic signal. In this way the plot contains both the information about the period and the region of maximum synchronization. Again, this region of maximum synchronization does not coincide with the region of maximum order in the output. Moreover, notice that a constant phase shift between input and output sequences cannot be detected by this measure.
Conclusion
We have used an experimentally realized Schmitt trigger system to perform SR-related information analyses. Employing the concept of dynamical entropies we detected noise-induced order in the output when hitting the resonance region. We emphasize that, as compared to previous and alternative investigations (e.g. [Bulsara, 1996] ), the informational measures we used are a generalization to many point statistics. This extension becomes important for a clear distinction between synchronization and (anti)correlations between points separated by multiples of the (half) period and paves the way to a description of synchronization effects for nonperiodic signals.
We used a system with a rather large amplitude, i.e. the signal amplitude was slightly below the threshold. In such a case the SNR peaks twice but extremal behavior of entropies occurred for one peak of the SNR only. It is exactly the peak which originates from the increase of the SPA. Around the second peak which is due to a suppression of the noise part we did not find extremal behavior of entropies; from there we conclude that no enhancement of order, spanning full segments of the output signal, sets in. The fact that a periodic component nevertheless shows up results from the restriction to two-time observations when computing spectra, coherence function, etc.
Kullback information was employed to quantify synchronization effects observable in stochastic bistable or threshold systems driven by signals with large amplitudes. First we detected the minimal distance between input and output signal statistics. The second measure was designed to identify the state of maximal correlation between input and output signals (registered at equal times). Both extrema occurred for values of noise intensity roughly coinciding with the onset of synchronization as found in previous work [Shulgin et al., 1995] .
